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OPENING REMARKS BY PRESIDENT AREND D. LUBBERS 
AT GVSC COMMENCEMENT 
JUNE 12, 1976 
We Americans are a casual people, not much for formal ceremony. In our 
churches, we maintain some form and ritual, I suppose because such ceremony 
does give us a feeling of purpose or meaning, but most of us avoid . formal 
occasions. Many Americans are a 11 now generation; " the formalities of the 
past do not touch a nerve or evoke an emotional response. Yet one American 
ceremony lives and even thrives -- that is commencement. There is no 
mystery in that. Commencement does have meaning. It comes immediately 
after hard work, financial expenditure, and perhaps a degree of emotional 
exhaustion. It involves more than the graduate; it is an event in the life of the 
graduate's family nearly as significant as it is for the graduate. 
We are all gathered here -- graduates, faculty, family, friends, and special 
guests -- to participate in an American ritual that has an immediate significance 
in the lives of those graduating and those they love, and a further significance 
for our nati'onal life. Throughout America, thousands of people come together 
in ceremony to honor eduaation, the development of the mind and spirit. 
They are saying to themselves and to all others -- We American people believe 
in learning, we believe there should be equal opportunity for each person to 
develop to his fullest potential. That is why so many people graduate these 
days;. that is why education is not limited to one age group nor to people with 
economic means. There is no hope for our democracy without education, 
and there will be no equal opportunity for education without democracy. 
And so I welcome all of ym to this celebration, to this great American ritual, 
to this ceremony of individual achievement; and I extend a special welcome· 
to Dr. Hertha Fimberg, Minister of Science and Research for the Republic of 
Austria, and to Austria's Ambassador to the United States who has accompanied 
her to our campus , and to one of America• s most distinguished scholars , 
Dr. John Hope Franklin, a great historian from,:the University of Chicago. 
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